Abstract. We derive weighted Sobolev inequalities of the form ||/||L« < C||V/||Lp , / 6 C£°(R"), 1 < p < q < oo , for classes of weight functions u, v which include v 's that are a finite product of certain power weights times an Ap function.
Introduction
In this paper we derive sufficient conditions on a pair of weight functions u, v in R" , n > 1 , so that the Sobolev inequality (1.1) ^ljf(x)\qu(x)dxSj " <c[^ljVf(x)\pv(x)dxSj \ feC™, holds with 1 < p < q < co and c independent of /. In order to put our results in some perspective, we recall a few known facts. We use the notation u e D°° , and say that m is a doubling weight, if m (25) < cu(B) for all balls ScR", where 2B denotes the ball concentric with B whose radius is twice that of B, and u(B) = fBudx. It is shown in [2] that (1.1) holds when p < q if u and v are related by \B\xlnu(B)xlq <cv(B)XlP and if u e D°° and v e Ap : by v e Ap , we mean that for all balls B. This result has been improved in [6] where it is shown that for all balls B. It follows easily from Holder's inequality that this condition implies the previous one, which may be viewed as the case r = 1. These results have the disadvantage of requiring the local integrability of v~ /(p_ . Thus, for example, the possibility that v(x) might be a large positive power |x| is precluded, while the results of [1 and 3] show that Sobolev inequalities do hold for appropriate u if v is an arbitrarily large power of |x|. The purpose of this paper is to give some further examples of weights v for which V~[/{J>~1) is not locally integrable but for which (1.1) holds.
Our main results are given in the following two theorems and their corollaries.
Theorem (1.2). Let {ß,}JL] be distinct points in R", {a,Y"=x and ô be real numbers, a, > -1, ô > -1, and let n(x) = (i + |x|)án 7=1 \x-aj\ 1 + |x -a, For 1 < p < q < co, assume that u, v x,[p l)YIp'{n x) e D°° and that < c (1.3) (I'n(x)"dx\'n~{ u(B)xlq (f v(x)-x/ip-x)n(x)p'{n-x)dxyp for all balls B. Then (1.1) holds with c independent of f.
Corollary (1.4). Let {ctj}J=x be distinct points in R", {ßj}J=x and y be real numbers, ß > 0 and y > 0. Let I < p < oo, w(x) e A , and define v(x) by
Ifl<p<q<oo and u(x) is any doubling weight for which (1.5) \B\X/nu(B)x/q<cv(B)X/p then (1.1) holds with c independent of f.
As was indicated in [2] , condition (1.5) is necessary for (1.1) if m and v are doubling weights. We also remark that (1.5) is necessary and sufficient for the boundedness of the fractional integral of order 1,
\x-y\ ■dy, from the Hardy space Hp to Hq, 0 < p < q < co : see [4 and7 ].
For the case p = q, we need a slightly stronger hypothesis. For a weight u, we say that " ur e D°° uniformly in r near 1 " if u e D°° with doubling constant independent of r for 1 < r < rQ for some r0 > 1, i.e., if / u dx < c I u dx J2B JB with c independent of B and r, 1 < r < r0 .
Theorem (1.6). Let YI(x) be as in Theorem (1.2). For 1 < p < oo, assume that u, {v-xl^-^i\p'(n~X)Y eD°° uniformly in r near 1 and that 0r x 1/ij-l r / r \\/r ,1 llp In §2 we give the main lemmas which will be used to prove the results. The proofs of (1.2) and (1.4) are given in §3. The proofs of (1.6) and (1.8) are similar to these, and the main differences are discussed in §4, together with remarks about a special case when the uniform doubling conditions can be dropped. In addition to the notation used above, we shall write
U, (X \fM\"v(x)dx) Up < co 1 < p < oo. We often use the same letter c to denote different constants at different occurrences.
Basic lemmas
We begin by recalling that a one-to-one transformation y = cp(x) of R" is called quasi-conformal if the components <p, of tp have first-order distribu-" (
tional derivatives in L," (Rn) and <c\J(x)\x/n a.e., where / = det(dtpjdx^ ,. We shall write tp' = (dtp,/dx,), , and we denote the transpose of tp' by tp" .
The fact that quasi-conformal mappings are relevant to (1.1) is indicated in [3] . For the most part, we shall deal only with the special quasi-conformal maps tpa(x) = \x\ax, a > -1. It is not difficult to see that <p'a(x) = \x\a(S,j + ax, Xj\x\~2) and that \J (x)| « |x|a". Moreover, the inverse tp~x of tpa is given by <p~ (y) = y\y\ and is also quasi-conformal. A fact we shall use about <p~ is that there is a positive constant c depending on a so that if B is a ball and tp~X(B) denotes the image of B under tp~x, then there exist balls Bx and B2 with Bx c <P~X(B) C B2 and \B2\ < c\Bx\. This fact is actually true for any quasi-conformal transformation, not just for tp~x ; see, e.g., Proof. Let y = tp(x) in the inequality in the hypothesis to obtain
Thus, since ||çz'_1|| < ||/ir_1/VJ ^ c"_'/\JJl/" if 9 *s quasi-conformal, we obtain |(V/)(çz(x))|<c|/ç,(x)r1/"|V(/oç,)(x)|, with c depending on tp . The lemma now follows immediately by combining inequalities.
Lemma (2.2). Let w(x) e D°° and ß > 0. Let B be a ball whose radius is r and whose distance to the origin is d. Then that \B'\ < \B\ < cx\B'\ and c2 < |x -aß/ly -a;| < c3 if x,yeß7
This fact is contained in the proof of Lemma (6.6) of [7] . We shall use Lemma In fact, this follows easily by observing that due to doubling, both integrals in (2.4) are equivalent to their analogues with integration extended only over B1.
Lemma (2.5). Let {û,},=i be distinct points in R", {a,),=x and ô be real numbers, a, > -1, ô > -1, and nw=(i+w)n ï '*-*;!
Assume that u and v are weight functions with
for given p and q, 1 < p < co. Define ü, v and fl by 
Proof. First note that nW"=(I+W)*n(o^i y.
Since an > -n and on > -n , we have n" G D°° . Similarly, since it is easy T« _ T\00 to see that 6 > -1, we have YI eD
Now make the change of variables x = q>ai(t) = \t\akt in (i)'. The product
Thus, the integrands in the first and third terms of (2.6) are equivalent to the following two expressions, respectively :
and Recalling the definition of n, we see that these are in turn equivalent respectively to {(l + \t\fak+X)+ak-ón(t + ak)}" and v(t + ak)-x/{p-x){(l + \t\fak+x)+ak-sYI(t + ak)}p'(n-x).
Thus, replacing t by x_a (t) = t -ak in each integral in (2.6), we see (2.6) is equivalent to
We note that all the integrands in (2.7) are doubling: this follows from Lemma (6.3) of [7] , the fact that 6(ak + 1) + ak -ô > 0, hypothesis (ii), and the fact that n" e D°° . Hence, since tp~ ' is quasi-conformal, if we replace the set ra (<p~ (B)) in (2.7) by the smallest ball containing this set, we obtain an expression equivalent to (2.7). Let us denote this ball by B again. Now using Lemma (2.2) and the relation of the exponents in (2.7) it follows that the factor (1 + |/|)e(Q*+1)+«*-«5 can be cancelled out of both integrands in (2.7). Thus, (2.7) is bounded due to hypothesis (i). This proves (i) '.
Finally, (ii) ' was essentially proved in the course of proving (i) '. For example, to show that ü(2B) < cü(B), recall first from above that ü(B) = u(rak(tp-Xk(B))).
Since tp~ is quasi-conformal, the smallest ball containing tp~x (B) has volume comparable to that of the smallest ball containing tp~x(2B). Since u e D°° , it then follows easily that ü e D°° . The argument showing that v'x/<iP~^flp ("_1) e D°° is similar. This completes the proof of Lemma (2.5).
Now let f be a function which satisfies
for a.e. x, where c0 is a constant independent of x and /, and /, is the fractional integral defined in §1. Any / e C03C(R") satisfies (2.8); more generally, any / with compact support which satisfies (2.9) \f(x)-f(y)\<c'0\x-y\f\(Vf)(y + t(x-y))\dt, x,yeRn, Jo also satisfies (2.8), as can easily be seen by integrating (2.9) with respect to y over the surface of a large sphere centered at x. Another way to see that (2.9) implies (2.8) is by examining the proofs in [3] .
It follows from the result of [6] for /, that if u and u_1'(p_1) are doubling weights with \B\x/n-xu(B)x/q (JBV(x)-X/{p-X)dxyP' <c, 1 < p < q < co, and if / satisfies (2.8) then (^J\f(x)\qu(x)dxSj q <c(^J\Vf(x)\pv(x)dxSj " with c independent of /.
We now introduce some useful notation. Given distinct points {aT)™=x in (2.10) a) ' = <PakJa) '-ak+l'), j = l,...,k.
For a given zc, the aik) are distinct and different from 0. We will use the one-to-one transformations Tk defined by (2.11) Tk(x) = tpak(x-akk)), k=l,...,m, xeR".
Each Tk is a translation followed by a quasi-conformal mapping. Note that Proof. The proof is by induction on m . If m = 1, we have a, > S , and we may apply Lemma (2.5) with k = 1 and 6 = 0 to obtain the representations
where Up' \B\X/n-Xü(B)X/q(JBV-X/ip-X)dx) < c and ü, v~x/{p~X) e D°° (cf. (i)' and(ii)' of Lemma (2.5)). By the result of [6] mentioned earlier, we have ||/||,t < c||V/||Li, for any / which satisfies (2.8).
Therefore, by Lemma (2.1), (i\h(x)\qu(x + ax)dx) < c ( Í \Vh(x)\pv(x + ax)dx\ if h has the form h = fo tpa for such /. Replacing x by x-ax and noting that h(x -ax) = (f o Tx)(x), we obtain the desired inequality (J\g(x)\qu(x)dx)j " <c(J\Vg(x)\pv(x)dxS) if g = fo Tx with / satisfying (2.8).
Assuming next that the lemma is true for m -1, we will prove it for m. Since a,/(a, + 1) < 1, we see that / is absolutely continuous on lines and that (2.9) holds. This completes the proof of Lemma (2.14). .3) with n replaced by n. We thus obtain the general case of Theorem (1.2) from the case for U.
Proof of Corollary (1.4). Define n(x) as in Theorem (1.2) with ó = y/(n-l)p and a, = ß,/p(n -1). Note that the integrand of the third factor in (1.3) is then
Since w e Ap , we have w'x/{p~X) e Apl ; in particular, v-l'^-^up'{n~X) e D°° . Thus, the corollary will follow from Theorem (1.2) if we verify (1.3). Since \B\xlnu(B)xlq < cv(B)x/p , it is enough to show that (3.1) (| n" dx\l/ 71 w-XI{p-X)dx\l/'' < c\B\x/n/v(B)x/p.
Since y,ß:>0,we see that v e D°° by [7] . Thus, by the analogue of (2.4) and the homogeneity of the powers above, (3.1) is equivalent to {S7dT'\ly^'äxT'^'"'{L^T ■ This inequality is true since w e Ap. Define u,v and n as in Lemma (2.5), with 0 as described there. Then the analogues of(i) and (ii) for ü, v , n hold with the same p and q, 1 < p < oo.
As an analogue of Lemma (2.13), we have Lemma (4.2). Let 1 < p < oo, and assume that u, v and n satisfy (i) and (ii) of Lemma (4.1) with q=p, where H is as in Lemma (2.13). Then the conclusion of Lemma (2.13) holds with q = p, i.e., Taking these lemmas momentarily for granted, the proof of Theorem (1.6) follows from Lemmas (4.2) and (2.14) by the same method that was used to prove Theorem (1.2), using n as defined there. The only new feature required is using the fact that if w is a weight for which wr e D°° uniformly in r near 1 then given p, v, a and r with p, v > 0 and -oo < o, x < +oo, the weights ™W'{" + W»'(TTH)"n<1 + M»*(î^b)Ï"' also belong to D°° uniformly in r near 1; this is easily proved by examining the proof of Lemma (6.3) of [7] . Up -!/>("-10 However, since v = Upv'~''w and y ,ß7 > 0, we see that v e D°°, and the last inequality follows from (1.9) by factoring out the powers of n (see (2.4) ).
We now turn to the proofs of Lemma (4.1) and (4.2). Lemma (4.2) follows from Lemma (4.1) in the same way that Lemma (2.13) follows from Lemma (2.5) with one change: namely, we use the result from [6] that ||/||LP < c||V/||¿p for any / which satisfies (2.8), provided that To prove Lemma (4.1), we follow the outline of the proof of Lemma (2.5). First note that condition (i) of Lemma (4.1) is nested in r, i.e., if it holds for r = r0, then by Holder's inequality it also holds for 1 < r < rQ. Using (i) and (ii), and temporarily assuming the analogue of (ii) for «, v, Tí, let us show that the analogue of (i) for ü, v, ñ holds. Actually, we will show something which is more general: without any doubling assumptions, we will show that l/n-l <4-3>(/.H " (/e{fMñS iLñ"dx) It remains only to show that (ii) implies the analogue of (ii) for ü, v, n. We have / ù(t)rdt= j\u(tp-aXk(t)Aak)\(tp-Xk(t)\-akn}rdt = f u(x + ak)r\x\akn{X-r)dx.
Jfâkl(B)
Since tp~k (B) and tp~ (2B) are essentially balls and have comparable volumes (see the remarks at the beginning of §2), it follows from the comments after Lemma (4.2) that ur e D°° uniformly in r near 1. The argument for 
